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Hansen to Introduce Legislation Banning Companies That
Outsource Jobs from Receiving State Taxpayer Assistance for Five Years
Recent news reports show outsourcing continues while number of delinquent loans has tripled
(Madison)—State Senator Dave Hansen (D-Green Bay) announced today that he is drafting legislation to ban
companies from receiving taxpayer assistance for five years if they are found to have outsourced jobs from
Wisconsin after receiving state aid.
“We are seeing all too often under WEDC cases where companies have received help from state taxpayers for
the purpose of creating jobs only to send Wisconsin jobs out of state or overseas while state officials appear to
ignore it or look the other way,” said Hansen.
Corporations taking state tax dollars intended for job creation only to layoff Wisconsin workers in favor of
lower cost labor in other countries are becoming an increasing problem. According to Channel 27 News in
Madison outsourcing by Eaton Corporation is just the latest example:
“A global power systems management corporation that has received nearly $370,000
in tax incentives from the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation (WEDC)
since 2012 is shipping jobs from Wisconsin to Mexico for the second time in three years.
Eaton Corp. announced last week it is permanently discontinuing the manufacture of
printed circuit boards at its facility in Watertown, which will result in the elimination of
93 employees there.”
“When a corporation promises to create jobs here in order to receive $370,000 in taxpayer money and then
actually eliminates jobs here and sends them to a foreign country one can only assume there is no fear they will
be held accountable for their actions.”
Under Hansen’s bill any company that is found to have outsourced jobs from Wisconsin after receiving taxpayer
funded assistance would be banned from applying for future taxpayer help for five years.
“Protecting Wisconsin jobs requires more than lip service. There needs to be consequences for taking taxpayer
money on the promise that you’re going to create jobs and then do the opposite. If we are going to hold people
on the bottom rungs of the economic ladder accountable when they do not fulfill the responsibilities required of
them to receive taxpayer help we should hold those at the top accountable as well.”
Governor Walker’s administration continues to struggle to meet his promise of creating 250,000 jobs amid
reports that Wisconsin has fall to 38th in the nation for job creation and Wisconsin is on track to see its highest
number of layoffs since Governor Walker first took office in 2011.
“Given the dismal performance of this administration you might think they would be taking a tougher stand on
outsourcing. But given this latest report it appears to be business as usual—corporations taking taxpayer dollars
while giving their jobs to foreign countries.”
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